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Abstract. Discovery and announcement processes are regular tasks in
ubiquitous scenarios, since they are important to support devices’ selfadaptation. However, devices enable a multitude of protocols by default,
including many not always required by users or networks. For example, the
NetBIOS protocol is rarely used in some networks, but it is continuously
executed by several Desktops. Consequently, today's networks waste energy
processing protocol messages that should be turned off. In this paper, we
analyze such energy cost, and we propose devices’ collaboration and sharing of
traffic knowledge to save energy. Firstly, we suggest that devices should view
protocols in the same way of users through a social analogy. Skype, MSN, ARP
and other protocols are seen as societies with specific languages, which devices
can learn and teach, similarly to societies. Finally, simulations showed that our
proposal is able to reduce energy consumption for all network's devices.
Keywords: Energy efficiency and awareness, Architectures, systems and
applications.

1 Introduction
The ubiquitous scenario brought new opportunities with regard to sharing services
between users, providers and autonomous devices. In such environment, providers
and users frequently use several protocols to announce their services, but such
behavior have been increased the energy consumption of users’ devices and
providers’ network devices. For instance, researchers from Bell Labs found that
current networks use 10,000 times more energy than the absolute minimum required
to transport data bits across them. For this reason, researchers have been studying
solutions to save energy and how efficiently to use energy resources.
According to [1], approaches to reduce consumption span several levels from
applications and operating systems to hardware. For example, work in [4] introduces
changes to the Bitorrent application to reduce its energy consumption and to
encourage P2P and grid networks to save energy in data centers. At the hardware
level, [18] introduced optical technologies to save energy. It approached the optical
switching to avoid the use of electronic forwarding and switching of IP routers that
have high consumption of energy. The research in [5] and [6] are examples of efforts
for finding hardware solutions to build devices that consume renewable energy.
Authors in [1] and [19] also point to the network infrastructure as the key issue to
control energy consumption. The proposal in [19] identified the consumption of
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conventional devices in a 3G infrastructure and proposed changing the conventional
devices to optical in the access network architecture. Work in [7] presents several
factors that should be analyzed to reduce the energy consumption such as collisions at
the MAC layer, amount of switching between sending and receiving data,
communication modes, computation of transmission schedule and others.
Future networks must consider the use of energy-aware devices, applications and
protocols. Such networks, one may call, as green networks [8]. Green networks may
have membership policies whereby, only devices that turn off some network
protocols, or those that implemented certain operation modes for energy saving, etc.,
would be able to join the network.
In this work, a communication device is seen as a mean for a user to join in some
groups or services which we refer to as societies. Societies are distinguished by their
inherent set of protocols and languages (messages). As a result of the above, a green
network could define and enforce, within its policies, the sets of societies (protocols)
that devices must participate (turn on) or must reject (turn off) in order to joining the
network.
As these policies differ between networks, it is important that devices implement a
mechanism to recognize societies’ information in order to change their behavior to
suit the rules of a given network before joining it. To achieve this goal, this work
develops a flexible and sharable mechanism for network elements to learn and teach
each other knowledge about traffic and consequently allows devices to self-configure
while minimizing their energy consumption.
Formally, our approach slices the communication in societies modeled to be
recognized by automata. An automaton sharing algorithm is developed for devices to
learn and teach others about the identification of societies, providing a flexible and
dynamic solution for acquiring knowledge by observing traffic. Using wireless trace
data, we show how sharing of automata allows devices to build dynamically a green
network and reduce the energy consumption.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next section introduces the
relationship between the standard concepts of societies and network protocols.
Section 3 introduces the proposal for a collaborative algorithm to automatically share
automata between network devices in order to recognize societies and provide the
functionality of management for users and networks. Section 4 presents an evaluation
of these algorithms in a scenario of green networks. Finally, a discussion about related
works, conclusion of this paper and future works are presented respectively in
Sections 5 and 6.

2 Why and How Should We Recognize Societies?
Our work in [2] showed that relationships between machine and humans are towards
socially inspired structures, embracing new networking contexts with new business
models, services and technologies. We also showed that overlay networks are an
interesting model to exemplify societies constituted of elements. Here, we address
protocols as societies and protocol messages as the vocabulary for such societies.
Thus, we see the vocabulary as a syntactic pattern to extract the society knowledge,
i.e., the set of know addresses and messages within a given interval of time.
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We suggest that such co-existence among vocabulary, messages and addresses can
describe higher level information such as business relationships (representing
customers or services of some enterprise) as well as low level or less abstract
information such as network protocols (ARP, LLC, IP, NetBIOS and others).
Although our proposal is towards modeling syntactically each society with its own
vocabulary (pattern to express addresses and messages), this networking case study
maps societies to the protocols or low level information that make them up.
We assumed that each society has a specific vocabulary or a syntactic pattern
consisting of address information and message symbols. Then automata theory is a
promising mathematical model to express a machine to recognize such vocabulary
constituted by a set of words that identify a society. Such model is extensively used
by compilers and linguistics research to describe the precise and correct vocabulary
(formal grammar) of any programming language.
Conceptually, an automaton changes its current state according to read symbols.
When the symbols of message are completely consumed the last state indicates if the
input were accepted as part of the language. Formally, an automaton si is defined by si
= {Q, ∑, δ, q0, F}, where Q is a set of states. ∑ is a finite set of symbols a.k.a. the
alphabet of the language whereas we will refer to as the vocabulary of a society. δ is a
function such that δ: Q x ∑ Q. q0 is the initial state, that is, the state in which the
automaton is when no input has been processed yet, where q0 ∈ Q. Moreover, an
automaton can have one or more states represented by F that is a set of states of Q
called accept states. Each transition function of δ receives an input symbol and goes
to some state or stays in the same state. For example, δa or δ(q,a) represents a
transition in state q to q’, where δa:QQ and q’ ∈ Q. Hence, a pair of symbols can
be a unique function δ’:QQ, for example, δab:QQ, or denotes a composition
function processed sequentially δa and after δb, or defined by δa o δb:QQ.
Consequently, a society is completely known when the automaton si identifies all
possible exchanged messages among its elements, i.e., when all combination of
vocabulary ∑* are known. Hence, a society is identified by an automaton si = {Q, ∑,
δ, q0, F}, when si = {w ∈ ∑* | δ’(q0,w) ∈ F}. The messages identified by si of a
given device constitute its knowledge ki.
Further the most intrinsic social mechanism, - knowledge sharing by learning and
teaching - needs to be executed by networking devices. We suggest that sharing
automata, users, service providers and any network may control the traffic.
Before giving details of our proposed algorithm for sharing automata, let us
emphasize that the specific creation of automata is outside the scope of this work. We
assumed that such task could be manually performed by any individual using any
mechanism such as L71 or tcpdump/libpcap(T/L)2 filters support to identify a society.
Our focus was on the design of a generic algorithm that saves energy due to automata
share. L7-filter deal regular expression that can be derived to translate it into finite
automaton and T/L has a specific expression to identify societies.
These tools are able to receive an expression and translate it into a finite
automaton. L7-filter is able to translate a file containing a regular expression. For
example, Figure 1(a) shows an automaton used to identify the NetBIOS society.
1
2

http://l7-filter.sourceforge.net/
http://www.tcpdump.org/
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Please note that such filter is limited to identifying societies only in the application
layer. Differently, the T/L can identify any society in any layer of the OSI
architecture. For comparison, Figure 1(b) shows how to do an automaton to recognize
NetBIOS using T/L filter.
\x81.?.?.[A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][AP][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][AP][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][AP][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][AP][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][AP][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P][A-P]

eth.dst
and
eth.src
and
eth.type == 0x0800 and ip.dst
and ip.src and udp.dstport ==
137 and nbns.id

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Recognizing NetBIOS by different filters: (a) L7-filter and (b) T/L filter

Due to the use of different mechanisms to identify societies, we generalized our
solution to associate the regular expression of L7-filter, or the tcpdump filters or any
other new identification mechanism for protocol/societies. This includes the
representation of applications that change frequently theirs patterns and require often
automata update. For example, we identified that, if a Skype user executes a login, a
logout immediately after and it executes again the login after at least 15 minutes, the
user machine executes the following steps:
1
2
3
4

Trigger NAT-PMP [20] to define the UDP port used by such protocol;
Send several messages using the same port configured by NAT-PMP. We
identified that some UDP messages and NAT-PMP was inside ICMP messages;
Send DNS messages to find the IP that corresponds to the name containing
skype.com and 4publishers.com;
Send TCP messages using IPs from Autonomous Systems (AS) associated to
messages described in items 1, 2 and 3.

Using such procedure, we recognized more than 90% of Skype traffic executed in
three distinct scenarios: a small network with NAT (3 machines); a medium network
with firewall and NAT (40 machines); and a machine with direct Internet access. Note
that such evaluation is not within the scope of this work. It was described to
contextualize the creation of a regular expression to recognize Skype society as can be
seen in Figure 2. However, we will need to change tcpdump/libcap to filter a list of
AS numbers. Additionally, such list and port configured by NAT-PMP should be
dynamically updated according new values found by sequence 1-4.
In this context, our central observation and also main contribution is that the use of
an automata sharing algorithm can be efficient in the dynamic collaboration of
devices to identify and consequently manage societies, enabling power-aware control
of its resources. In the following sections the automata sharing algorithm is described.
(udp.srcport = port_identified_pmp or udp.srcport =
port_identified_pmp) or (list_ASN contains ip.dst or list_ASN
contains ip.src)

Fig. 2. Extension of tcpdump/libpcap to recognize Skype
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3 Collaborative Algorithm to Identify and Acquire Knowledge
We assume that the user’s device has a set of automata (Su = {s1, s2… sn-1, sn}) used to
to identify one or more societies. Thus, the device could then bind the semantic
context of the traffic and acquire knowledge (store address information and messages)
for the societies and their relationships. Such knowledge provides adequate semantic
for users to select and announce routes, store data, block traffic and perform other
network management tasks. As result of a lack of contextual knowledge, devices are
forced to adopt the extreme behavior: block all traffic or unblock all traffic; cache all
or cache nothing, enable all protocols, and so on.
In order to turn on or off such societies and avoid a lack of user control over its
own device configuration, a dynamic learning mechanism is used. It is based on
automata sharing used by devices to acquire si ∉ Su and consequently to obtain new
knowledge according to the social interests of each user. First, the following
considerations need to be made.
User device (node) traffic can be classified according to two message types as
showed in Figure 4: received messages (α) or sent message (β).

Fig. 3. Flow of user’s messages

Fig. 4. Set of all user´s messages

The set of all messages received and sent by each node is expressed by M as shown
in Figure 5. They are subdivided in two sets: recognized or unrecognized messages,
respectively expressed by K and W. Where K = k1 ∩ k2 ∩ … kn-1 ∩ kn, |Su| = n, and
ki is the set of messages recognized by the used automaton si ∈ Su. W is the set of the
messages unrecognized to all automata si ∈ Su. Also, M = (K U W) = (α U β).
Additionally, we state that ki,α = ki ∩ α and Wα = W ∩ α, and β-type messages
follow these same conventions.
Each device or node has a knowledge base (B) which can store the following set
according to user’s interests: Su (the set of all automata that device has learned) and M
(the set of messages stored along the communication). Hence, B = <Su, M>, where Su
= Ø when node has no automaton; M = Ø, when the device is configured to discard all
the recognized messages or when the algorithm to share automata did not start yet.
Moreover, each device has a mechanism which frequently collects user traffic,
generating a set of gathered messages in a given instant t expressed by Gt, where Gt =
{Gt1, Gt2,…Gtn-1, Gtn, Gtw}. The gathered messages that were recognized by
automaton si ∈ Su is expressed by Gti, and the gathered messages that failed to be
recognized by any of the si ∈ Su is defined by Gtw. Additionally we have: Gti,α = Gti
∩ α and Gtw,α = Gtw, ∩ α. Again, β-type messages follow these same conventions.
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Given that the input and output messages for a node are common information to all
nodes in any network and that each type of information in Figures 1 and 2 provides a
basic and semantic information, even when the node does not have any automata, we
propose an algorithm Ashare_automata whose behavior depends on recognized and
unrecognized, received and sent messages.
By approaching these variables with social semantics, and considering that there is
an equilibrium generated by cooperation, we design an algorithm Ashare_automata(M,
|S u |

vcollect, vstore, λlearn, ∪ λ i , teach , k, kα, kβ) to share automata as shown in Figure 5.
i

Variables λlearn and λi,teach, respectively, express numerically the node’s motivation to
learn automata and their capability to teach a specific automaton si; M is the set of
messages already sent and or received that may contain nothing when the algorithm is
started; the parameter vcollect is a Boolean configuring the node to collect or not
messages; the parameter vstore configures the node to store or not gathered messages
into M and the other parameters (k, kα, kβ) are values set according to user interests.
They establish when a node must learn and/or teach by setting the rate of knowledge,
of messages types α and β for each given automaton si ∈ Su.
The algorithm to share automata is subdivided in four steps as seen in Figure 6.
The algorithm Acollect_data(vcollect) is the simplest one, it collects data according to the
Boolean variable vcollect. The algorithm Astore(vstore, M, c1, c2) is also simple, it stores
the gathered messages from Gt into M according to Boolean the flag vstore once the
algorithms Alearn and Ateach are finalized (c1 = true and c2 = true).

Fig. 5. Flowchart of algorithm to share automata

Fig. 6. Flowchart of entire algorithm to share automata
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|Su |

The algorithms Alearn (M, λlearn, Gt, k, kα, kβ) and Ateach (M, ∪ λ i , teach , Gt, k, kα, kβ)
i

are the head processes for a node to share an automaton. These were designed
following the pseudo-code given in Figures 7 and 8 to increase or decrease the node’s
capability to learn and teach once the process of message gathering has finalized. We
set the learning process to increase the node’s motivation to learn (λlearn) when:
1
2

The node has a low rate of recognized messages;
The node receives a high rate of unrecognized messages from the node or to the
node;

Moreover, we also encourage that a node increases its capability to teach (λi,teach) the
automaton si to other nodes, when:
1 The node has high rate of recognized messages;
2 The node frequently recognized received and sent messages;
Alearn (M, λlearn, Gt, k, kα, kβ)

|Su |

Ateach (M, ∪ λ i , teach , Gt, k, kα, kβ)
i

if (λlearn=∞+ or λlearn=∞-)
then λlearn=1
if (|K|=0 or (|K|≠0 and |K∩Gt|/Gt < k))
then λlearn=λlearn+1
if (|Wα∩ Gtw,α |/| Gtw,α | > (1- kα))
then λlearn = λlearn + 1
if (|Wβ ∩ Gtw,β|/| Gtw, β | > (1 - kβ))
then λlearn = λlearn + 1
λlearn = λlearn – 1
Fig. 7. Algorithm Alearn

if (λi,teach =∞+ or λi,teach =∞-)
then λi,teach =1
if (|Ki ∩ Gti| / | Gti | > k)
then λi,teach = λi,teach + 1
if ( |Kα ∩ Gti,α|/| Gti,α | > kα )
then λi,teach = λi,teach +1
if ( |Kβ ∩ Gti,β|/| Gti,β| >kβ)
then λi,teach = λi,teach +
λi,teach = λi,teach – 1
Fig. 8. Algorithm Ateach

When theses algorithms finalize, the result is a tuple constituted by the node’s
capability to learn and teach each automaton of node. When λlearn ∈ Z+, the device
will accept to request and receive any automaton, otherwise the device will not accept
any, neither could it request any. In same way, when λi,teach ∈ Z+ then the device will
agree to announce and send the automaton to nodes, otherwise the device will not
announce it, neither would it send this to another node. However, two nodes nA and nB
only share a automaton si, when λlearn from nA and λi,teach from nB are positive values or
when λlearn from nB and λi,teach from nA are positive values.

4 Evaluation
The objective of this evaluation is to demonstrate qualitatively the benefit of using the
proposed algorithm for automata sharing in a scenario where policies may be defined
to reduce the energy consumption through the rejection of societies with high levels
of energy consumption at their network devices.
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The scenario was evaluated in a local area condominium network made up of four
buildings and a total of 288 apartments. Along seven hours, we captured packets
exchanged among the network devices using the wireshark3 tool. We identified 418
devices and analyzed the traffic in this environment in terms of dynamicity, number
of messages and devices in order to measure the energy consumption in Section 4.1.
For running our simulations, we assumed that the condominium‘s devices could
belong to the same network, where equipments may collaborate and share automata
and dynamically turn off some protocols to save energy as detailed in Section 3.
Unlike some existing energy saving approaches that rely on new hardware or its
replacing by optical technologies, the present proposal adopts a simple automata based
technique. Although there are security and trust issues with the exchange of automata, we
leave these outside the scope of the current work. The proposed scheme is scalable as it
does not require wire-speed processing as captured packets may be processed
subsequently. The algorithm may run continuously or periodically depending on the
amount of traffic passing through and the dynamicity of the societies. In a deployment
scenario, automata sharing may be policy based as in [9], a proposal to negotiate policies
considering a social approach. For simplification, we considered that policies to
selectively turn off the recognized societies after the learning and teaching processing,
would be enforced by all devices to reduce their energy consumption.
4.1 Analysis of Real Data from Wireless Network
Initially the wireless interface of a fixed notebook was set up in promiscuous mode to
capture packets and to identify societies (protocols) and their traffic characteristics
including packets size, number of received and sent messages seen here as are
important parameters to measure the energy consumption. According to [13], we use
the four linear models (a), (b), (c), and (d) to measure energy consumption in terms of
broadcast and direct (peer-to-peer – p2p) communication, where size corresponds to
the packet size:
E broadcast -send = 1.9 x size + 266
E broadcast -recv = 0.5 x size + 56
Ep2p-send = 1.9 x size + 454
Ep2p-recv = 0.5 x size + 356

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Packet capture was terminated after seven hours. The collected traffic of three main
protocols will be used in our case study. NetBIOS was chosen, because it is very
rarely used by a network to support file and printer sharing and it is very insecure
[10]. The ARP also was selected for turning off, because devices could use static
instead of dynamic ARP in order to protect the network against ARP spoof attacks
[11]. Broadcast of ICMP messages is another society selected to turn off, to mitigate
ICMP Smurf attacks which can create a Denial of Service in one or more machines in
the network. This decision is unlikely to provoke a problem to the network, because it
is a setup already used by some operational systems. For instance, a device running
Microsoft’s Windows-XP with Service Pack2 security software is designed to drop
ICMP packets by default [12].
3

http://www.wireshark.org/
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The NetBIOS Name Service (NBNS) and the NetBIOS Session Service (NBSS)
protocols of NetBIOS were considered as two different societies in addition to ARP
and ICMP, hence reaching a total of four societies. The libpcap filter was used to
define the automata correspondent to each societies. The ARP society was identified
by expression “eth.dst and eth.src and eth.type == 0x0806”. The ICMP society was
recognized by “eth.dst and eth.src and eth.type == 0x0800 and ip.dst and ip.src and
ip.proto == 0x01”. The NBNS society was identified by “eth.dst and eth.src and
eth.type == 0x0800 and ip.dst and ip.src and udp.dstport == 137 and and nbns.id”.
The NBSS society was recognized by expression “eth.dst and eth.src and eth.type ==
0x0800 and ip.dst and ip.src and udp.dstport == 137 and and nbss.type”.
The total energy consumption by these protocols corresponded to 7% of all energy
consumed by network along these seven hours. Figure 9(a) details consumption for
each society, where the total energy consumption of NBSS was very low and for such
reason it is not seen in the graph.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Energy consumption by protocol: (a) without using automata sharing algorithm; (b)
using automata sharing algorithm

4.2 Simulation
We defined a packet as a message in the form <src_address,dst_address,prot>, where
src_address and dst_address are the source and destination MAC addresses, and the
“prot” field is the protocol/society which can be one of ARP, NBNS, NBSS, or
ICMP. Please note that this message structure was chosen for simplicity and that each
society must define its message representation.
For this trace-based simulation, we assumed that all devices in the network ran the
Ashare_automata algorithm with the same parameters k=0.5, kα=0.5 and kβ=0.5. The set M
is initialized without messages. Also, the sampling time of the algorithm was set to 30
minutes. Thus, at each time t the set Gt of each device is populated with messages
sent/received by the node, which feed the algorithms Alearn and Ateach that control the
parameters λlearn, λARP,teach, λNBNS,teach, λNBSS,teach, and λICMP,teach. The initial 196 devices
start the simulation with all automata and through the lambda parameters these
devices may learn and teach automata to new devices. After learning a new
automaton, the device turn off broadcasts messages for such automaton.
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Figure 9(b) presents the behavior of energy consumption when the automata
sharing algorithm was enabled. Although the energy consumption of society NBSS
has not been showed, it uses the same energy than in the previous experiment (5,749.6
uW*sec). That occurred because the number of similar messages for each interval of
30 minutes was not enough for the algorithm increase λlearn and λNBSS,teach.
The total energy consumption of the condominium reached 15023237.75 uW*sec.
It corresponds to a reduction of 77.58% (51990376.52 uW*sec) without changing the
conventional devices with new equipments based on renewable energy or other
technologies. So, our approach could be seen as an intermediary solution before
investing into new equipments.

5 Related Work
Authors in [14] used the Turing Machine as fundamental model to understand and
reduce computation time and identified the similarities between research about how to
reduce energy consumption and computation time in a device. However, they did not
find any theoretical models to compute the energy complexity and for such reason
propose to augment the Turing Machine (a variation of Automata Theory) to
determine the energy consumption of algorithms.
Similarly to this approach, we proposed a mechanism also based on theoretical
model to reduce energy. However, we did not propose to modify any aspect of
Automata Theory, we used it as the mechanism to recognize societies in order to turn
off some and consequently to reduce energy consumption. The principal contribution
was a mechanism to learn, teach, and the recognition of societies by automata sharing.
Work in [17] dynamically adapts the network based on the exploitation of the
resources for power management. For such approach, some policies were presented to
configure and manage the operating frequency and voltage of devices maintaining a
certain performance. Our proposal focuses on application level, providing a
mechanism for users to dynamically detect and control network resources. So, our
proposal is a more flexible and extensible algorithm than [3] and [15] that are likely to
need additional mechanisms to support dynamic policies. The research in [3] studied
the traffic of a cellular network and proposed to temporarily inactivate some cells
when the traffic is not high. The work in [15] proposed a specific algorithm to turn off
some devices, links, protocols and application of the network.
Our approach is believed to be closer to that in [16], given that both allow hosts to
participate directly in network management and traffic engineering. Moreover, the
automata sharing and [16] provide mechanisms for devices to distinguish among
network applications, deal differently with the traffic of each one independently of
port-based filters at routers. The difference to [16] is mainly in the mechanism
adopted. The approach in [16] is based on exception handlers - the network
administrator defines the combination of condition and actions, while our proposal is
based on sharing automata with an explicit cooperation and synchronization between
hosts. The first proposal needs predefined static policies (action and conditions) and
our proposal is to slice the communication in societies which can be recognized by
automata to detect societies’ messages (protocol). Instead of having predefined
automata, these can be shared and dynamically built by devices that learn and teach
these to others including the network management space.
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Although [16] and our proposal were evaluated in different scenarios, we believe
that our proposal could be evaluated to control the network resources in term of
firewall services, load-balance and link failures that are scenarios studied by [16].

6 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we suggest that hosts should be able to control their own traffic in order
to accept flexible policies and consequently collaborate with other nodes in the
network. Devices were shown to be able to dynamically identify and turn off some
protocols in order to save energy’s device as well as to reduce the energy
consumption of all network.
Core to the proposal are three points: the society’s analogy to provide a flexible
description of policies, the handling by automata to identify societies and automata
sharing algorithm by devices that are able to dynamically obtain knowledge about the
network traffic. However, the main objective was to demonstrate the handling by
automata sharing in the context of energy saving.
Future work includes the building of automata and applying of policies in terms of
high level information (i.e. business model information). The policies should reflect
future green SLAs (service level agreement in term of energy) in order to reduce
energy and its cost based on learning and teaching of societies.
Other studies and applications of the present solution are planned. Automata
sharing will be evaluated in terms of load-balancing work, link failure recovery and
new routing algorithms in disconnected networks. Future network devices, making
use of our mechanism, will dynamically coordinate themselves to take rapidly
decisions such as: store data (as a proxy) or forward data (as routing algorithms) or
block traffic (as a firewall) according to its policies.
This work has shown that there is space for intermediary simple solutions that,
when introduced into current networks, may offer important energy cost savings
without the need for immediate hardware renewal. While our approach does not
require wire-speed traffic analysis it suffers from security and trust problems which
have been left out of this initial study.
Although the results are promising there is urgent need to conduct further
experiments to determine how best the adopted parameters k, kα and kβ can be tuned.
Moreover, we intend to design the control messages of automata sharing algorithm
and add such information to be executed and account by our simulation in order to
measure the energy consumption of our proposal mechanism to save energy.
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